
product-service systems to be developed for the mar-
ket. 

The first part of the module will address the con-
struction of scenarios of potential product-service sys-
tems. These scenarios called “Design Orienting
Scenarios” allow the exploration and description of
promising innovations involving a set of relevant actors.
The second part will describe how to visualise these
scenarios and discuss them so as to produce a “Design
Plan” – design directions for the development and
refinement of a new, more sustainable, product-service
system.

B.1.1 Design Orienting
Scenarios: building shared
visions on sustainability…

The process of building scenarios is presented here as
a way to generate shared visions within a large system
of actors. 

The term scenario is considered as a synonym for an
overall vision of something complex and articulated – a
set of possible conditions, or transformations, affecting
the domain under consideration. In addition to present-
ing a vision, Design Orienting Scenarios (DOS) have to
demonstrate a clear motivation (what the scenario is
aiming at?) and practicality (the concrete actions that
have to be taken in order to favour its implementation).
They are called “design orienting” because they provide
a framework for the design and realisation of new prod-
ucts and product-service systems. DOS are a way to

B.1. Background and
Overview

This Module sets out a process that can help business-
es, designers and communities ‘think through’ possibili-
ties for the development of new sustainable products,
product-service systems or businesses. 

Innovation for sustainability often involves the devel-
opment of complex systems of products and services,
and the reorganisation of current value chains into new
networks, requiring the cooperation of many different
actors (i.e. companies, public institutions, associations,
small and large…). This network is likely to involve new
partners that have no history of collaboration, raising a
key-question:

How can you facilitate and support dialogue between
these actors that will generate a convergence of ideas?

Innovation involving many actors requires mutual
understanding of a problem and the identification of
common interests and possible synergies. It involves the
mutual exploration of different solutions and, finally,
defining and fine-tuning a common objective. This
requires processes of communication which can sup-
port strategic conversation throughout the innovation
process. It also requires that those processes of com-
munication can support the development of shared –
converging – visions. 

In this module, processes and tools will be present-
ed to initiate communication and facilitate dialogue
within a large group actors towards the creation of
shared visions, or a ‘panorama of potential solutions’,
from which a partnership of actors may choose new

DDEESSIIGGNN OORRIIEENNTTEEDD 
SSCCEENNAARRIIOOSS::
GGEENNEERRAATTIINNGG NNEEWW SSHHAARREEDD
VVIISSIIOONNSS OOFF SSUUSSTTAAIINNAABBLLEE  
PPRROO DDUUCCTT SSEERRVVIICCEE SSYYSSTTEEMMss

MODULEB
EEzziioo MMaannzziinnii,, FFrraannççooiiss JJééggoouu,, AAnnnnaa MMeerroonnii.. 11
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The Design Plan (DP) is a sequence of tools, in different
formats, to assist in the synthesis of possible solutions
in contexts that involve numerous actors and complex
interactions.

The Design Plan is a shared and progressive system to
represent and elaborate solutions:

> shared, in the sense that it’s based on a set of rules,
allowing the representation of solutions in a repro-
ducible and comparable way. It uses a series of fixed for-
mats of representation (maps, matrixes, story-boards...),
an open library of graphic elements (icons, pictures,
arrows...), and a set of rules (layout, syntax...) to repre-
sent the different dimensions of a possible solution
(platform organisation, partners’ interests, user interac-
tion...). It provides conceptual and visual models, a sort of
“technical drawing” to communicate a product-service
system, and to structure the thinking process and design.

systematically explore a panorama of alternative possi-
bilities. They constitute “thinking material” to orient the
strategic conversations between actors. 

Critical points of the DOS methodology are:
> Analysing the current system of actors and discus-

sing its strengths and weaknesses in terms of sustaina-
bility;

> Negotiating and defining a set of common goals
and intentions for the coming product-service system;

> Generating ideas for solutions and selecting a dia-
gram to organise them.

B.1.2 The Design Plan: sup-
porting strategic conversa-
tion among network of
actors

16

Figure 1 ___   The Design Plan is based on a series of formats to co-elaborate a solution 
involving different partners
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Figure 2 ___  General scheme showing the generation of Design Orienting Scenarios in a creative workshop
process and the progressive definition of a related solution through Design Plan formats.
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> progressive, in the sense that it is a “formalisation-
in-progress” of a solution, facilitating strategic conversa-
tion among partners, and giving a more and more accu-
rate picture of their common goals. It gives a view of the
developing concept for a new product-service system,
helping to understand that development as an outcome
of a shared vision. It specifies “inputs formats” and “out-
puts formats” at each stage, from the early visualisations
of first ideas and related hypothetical network of actors,
to a detailed description of agreed specifications within
an identified partnership. 

The Design Plan (DP) consists of 5 main tools pre-
senting the solution from different points of view, with
the common goal to develop “generative images” of it,
images with the capacity to open and extend – and yet
focus - the discussion about a subject. These tools have
different formats and contents and respond to different
aims:

1> the “ Advertisement Poster” that presents the
potential solution to the market;

2> a “System Map” that depicts the system of actors
and their interactions;

3> an “Interaction Story-board” that depicts the per-
formance of proposed solution, step-by-step, from the
user’s point of view;

4> a “Solution Elements Brief” that defines the task of
each stakeholder in providing the solution as well as the
likely interactions between the stakeholders;

5> a “Stakeholder Motivation Matrix” that maps the
synergies and potential conflicts between the stakehold-
ers.

B.1.3 The Overall Process

Two different tools are presented:
> the Design Orienting Scenario (DOS) process sup-

ports the generation of a collective and shared vision
among a coherent group of actors. 

> the Design Plan process (DP) supports the strate-
gic conversation between the actors towards the imple-
mentation of this focused vision.

Although these 2 processes are independent one
from the other and can be used separately, they tend to
be used consecutively in practice, through a creative
workshop involving all the stakeholders in the scenario

building process and a following series of meetings with
different sub-groups of the actors involved. (See figure 2)

B.2. The methodology
and tools for Design
Orienting Scenarios. 

B.2.1 The Scenario building
methodology

The scenario building methodology consists of a series
of processes to systematically explore  potential recon-
figurations of the current system of products and serv-
ices. These are described as alternative scenarios.  This
process is useful within complex situations with a large
quantity of variables and a high number of actors. It is
used at the beginning of an innovation process in order to
start it in a coherent and organised way – without reducing
the creative interaction necessary to build shared visions. 

The scenario building methodology consists of  an
iterative dialog between two reciprocal processes: 

> An inductive, bottom-up process starting from the
creative generation of promising, tentative, new ideas
for the reconfiguration of the current system of prod-
ucts and services;

> A deductive, top-down approach starting from a
systematic exploration of promising reconfigurations of
the current system, describing alternative scenarios and
suggesting new tentative solutions.

(See figure 2 – the workshop process).
Both these processes make use of a polarity-based

approach. A polarity shows a possible variation along
one dimension of a product-service system (PSS),
between two opposite directions: e.g. the relationship
between the user and the product may be individual or
collective, enabling or relieving…pointing each time to an
alternative situation more or less pertinent to the
objectives of the project. 

Both the inductive and deductive processes can be
described as a coherent and consecutive sequence of
activities. In practice, the two processes are often con-
ducted in parallel, as an iterative dialog, converging pro-
gressively towards a limited set of promising scenarios
and a related number of possible solutions. (For exam-
ple, in practice a workshop group might be split initial-
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ly into deductive and inductive groups, comparing their
polarity systems and initial solutions only after some
work.)

B.2.2  The preparation phase
(Project Input Materials).

As figure 2 shows, the construction of the Design
Orienting Scenarios should begin with a preparation
phase. This is necessary in order to gather all informa-
tion – on the actors, their motivations, the contexts in
which they evolve, the strength and weakness of the
current situation…and so on. This becomes the project-
input material. A series of concise formats are proposed
in order to synthesise this information and share it eas-
ily between the participants to the scenario building
activity. We suggest six areas for information:

(i) Objectives and Intentions
(ii) Life-cycle diagram for current system
(iii) Sustainability impacts identification
(iv) Major macro trends (key changes in the context

of the current product-service)
(v) Initial stakeholder motivation
(vi) Visualisation of early ideas

BB..22..22 ((ii)) OObbjjeeccttiivveess aanndd iinntteenn--
ttiioonnss

This format (Figure 4) gathers 3 levels of progressive
summary of the objectives:

> box one – general intentions: gathers all the various
motivations to start an innovation process, coming from
each part of the  project team;

> box two - specific intentions: selects, from box one,
the set of general intentions agreed by all of the project
team;

> box three - fundamental objectives: an attempt by the
project team to summarise its intentions in one single

sentence which all agree to.

Note: filling in box two and three may constitute a
good warming up exercise for the workshop partici-
pants.
BB..22..22 ((iiii)) LLiiffee CCyyccllee SScchheemmee

The life cycle scheme (Figure 5) presents actors and

flow of the current product-service system.
This scheme is made using the principle of the

System map described in the Design Plan (above), in
order to generate a coherent visualisation of the system
and be able to make comparisons between the current
product-service system and potential new ones.

BB..22..22 ((iiiiii)) MMaaiinn ssuussttaaiinnaabbiilliittyy
iimmppaaccttss iiddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn

Figure 3 ___  Polarities are represented by a line
with arrows at both ends between and a pair of

opposite concepts figuring the potential variation
considered in the current system of products and

services. 

Figure 4 ___  Summary of the objectives of the proj-
ect team in terms of new PSS development. 

Figure 5 ___  life cycle scheme presenting actors and
flow of the current product-service system.
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This format (Figure 6) shows the main sustainable
impacts of the current system of products and services.
Different pictograms are used to “flag” the main impacts
and options from all the three sustainability dimensions
(people = socio-ethical, planet = environmental, and
profit = economic) on the life cycle map, with links to
detailed descriptions.

BB..22..22 ((iivv)).. IIddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn ooff
mmaaccrroo ttrreennddss

This format (Figure 7) shows a list of major macro-trends
potentially influencing the current system of products
and services. A macro-trend is considered as a general
change in the context of the current system that may
have a potential effect on its development. These changes
are listed if they are considered as reliable and regular
enough (invariant) within the project time frame.

The format shows:
> a time line with current time and project time

frame (the approximate period of application of the
new solution (from its expected implementation to its

expected maturity);
> each macro-trend represented each by an arrow

figuring the trends emergence (arrow start), its expect-
ed duration (length) and its estimated impact on the
focus system (thickness).

The format distinguishes then between broad
macro-trends (regular and long term changes starting
before and going beyond the project time frame) and
short fashion/trends (temporary changes occurring
within the project time frame). 

BB..22..22 ((vv)) IInniittiiaall ssttaakkeehhoollddeerr
mmoottiivvaattiioonn mmaattrriixx

This format (Figure 8) show the Stakeholder motivation
matrix at the very beginning stage of the project. In par-

Figure 6 ___  Main impact/option from all the three
sustainability dimensions (people = socio-ethical,
planet = environmental, and profit = economic) 

Figure 7 ___  list of major macro-trends potentially
influencing the current system of products and

services. 

Figure 8 ___  initial Stakeholder motivation matrix
showing the promoting actors, their own motivations

and the intention for the product-service system.
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ticular, it shows:
the promoting (initial) actors; 
their initial motivations and the intention for the

new solution.
(This scheme is made using the principle of the

Stakeholder motivation matrix tool described in the
Design Plan.)

BB..22..22 ((vvii)) VViissuuaalliissaattiioonn ooff
eeaarrllyy iiddeeaass..

This format (Figure 9) shows early ideas or tentative
solutions brought to the project by team members
before the project starts. Each early idea is formalised
as a quick drawing showing a characteristic aspect of
the idea and a title/slogan explaining it.

B.2.3 (Workshop) Inductive
process:

The inductive process is made of 3 steps:
(i) Creative Sessions;
(ii) Clustering and organisation;
(iii) Description of characteristics.

BB..22..33 ((ii)) CCrreeaattiivvee SSeessssiioonnss

Creative sessions start from the collective review of all
project-input material to generate spontaneous tenta-
tive solutions. The creative session may be conducted
through classical brainstorming sessions in sub-groups.
In order to facilitate exchanges and communication
between participants, tentative solutions are presented

in a standard format (Figure 10) based on simple draw-
ings highlighting a specific feature or characteristic of
the solution and a short slogan explaining it.

BB..22..33 ((iiii))  CClluusstteerriinngg aanndd oorrggaa--
nniissaattiioonn

Clustering and organising the tentative solutions can
show promising directions for a variation from the cur-
rent system of product and services. The wo0rkshop
exercise requires the identification of some key polari-
ties represented by the tentative solutions. The solu-
tions are then clustered into a map with two of the
most characteristic polarities as axes.  (See Figure 12
example)  

Figure 9 ___  set of early ideas / tentative solutions
existing within the project team before the project

starts.

Figure 10 ___  tentative solutions emerging form a
brainstorming session.

Figure 12 ___  polarities emerging from the cluster-
ing of the promising solutions.
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BB..22..33 ((iiiiii)) DDeessccrriippttiioonn ooff cchhaa--
rraacctteerriissttiiccss

Descriptions are then made to express the characteris-
tics of the four areas generated on the map and charac-
terised by the tentative solutions places in those quad-
rants. They constitute the core visions of alternative
scenarios (e.g. Figure 14). Most of the time, one of the
four areas will describe the current system of products
and services, with the three others depicting alternative
scenarios. 

B.2.4 (Workshop) Deductive
process

The deductive process is made of 3 steps:
(i) List of possible polarisations;
(ii) Combination of two polarisations;
(iii) Creative sessions.

BB..22..44 ((ii)) SStteepp 11:: LLiisstt ooff ppoossssiibb--
llee ppoollaarriissaattiioonnss

Starting from a collective review of the project input
materials, various consistent polarities showing possible
changes in the current system of product and services
are defined, keeping in mind the objectives of the proj-
ect (e.g. Figure 16). 

BB..22..44 ((iiii)) CCoommbbiinnaattiioonn ooff ttwwoo
ppoollaarriissaattiioonnss

Various combinations of two polarisations are explored
to define promising new areas for solutions and the
most pertinent pair is selected (e.g. Figure 18).

BB..22..44 ((iiiiii)) CCrreeaattiivvee sseessssiioonnss

A creative brainstorming within each of the four areas
generates new tentative solutions (e.g. Figure 20).

B.2.5 Description of the
Design Orienting Scenarios

Repeated iterations of both inductive and deductive
processes (according to time and availability of people)
will produce a convergence to a description 4 scenario

Figure 14 ___  polarities diagram presenting the core
vision of four promising scenarios. 

Figure 16 ___  list of possible polarisation within the
current product service system.

Figure 18 ___  combination of two promising polari-
ties toward the project objectives.
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visions that have the support of the majority of actors
involved and can be described on polarity diagrams.
Each of these visions will involve a cluster of related
tentative ideas for new solutions (e.g. Figure 22).

B.3. The Design Plan
tools

When a set of Design Orienting Scenarios have been
described, the next phase in the process (see figure 2
for reference) is to formalise and test solutions through
the Design Plan tools. Taking each of the DOS in turn
(or starting with the DOS considered most interesting
or promising) five DP tools are used to test and plan the
scenarios.

B.3.1 Poster Advertisement.

The Poster Advertisement is a visualisation presenting the
tentative solution to the market (potential users).

The aim is to build a virtual or imaginary advertise-
ment, a way in which the new offer could be well pre-
sented to the market (assuming it is developed).
Advertising is often the way users discover a new prod-
uct /service. This is a simple and effective way to under-
stand how new solutions could be presented to poten-
tial user groups and to reflect on the potential of the
concept, assisting the project team to further refine
their ideas.

These visualisations are called a “Poster
Advertisement”, relating the process to film advertising in

Figure 20 ___  tentative solutions emerging from the
four areas described by the polarity diagram.

Figure 23 ___  Poster Advertisement showing the
main functionality of the tentative solution in the

form of a simulated advertisement.

Figure 22 ___  the two figures show a “polarity diagram” with respectively a set of scenario concepts and
related cluster of characteristic product-service system ideas.
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the sense that:
> they do not intend to sell what is presented on the

image but invite the viewer/user to take part in the fic-
tion represented;

> they project a new situation the users have never
encountered before.

B.3.2 System Map

The System Map shows the necessary organisation
between the partners providing the solution.

With the Poster Advertisement at the centre, the sys-
tem map depicts the general system organisation, show-
ing main stakeholders and flows of goods and services
between them (see example, figure 12).The map distin-
guishes: 

> system boundaries, 
> main and secondary stakeholders, 
> physical, informational and financial flows; 
> the core performance of the solution and any sec-

ondary functionality. 

B.3.3 Interaction story-
board

The Interaction storyboard shows the performance of the
proposed solution along a horizontal time line. It is the
translation of an event, which takes place in space and
time, into a sequence of static images, with an explana-
tory caption under each one. In this case it is based on
a series of images representing the significant steps of
the interaction between the user(s) and the provider(s)
of a product-service. 

Given the need to represent services organised into
solutions, this is an effective, polymorph tool.  This lim-
ited picture sequence visualises the salient service situ-
ations and resulting advantages.  The pictures visualise
the main action against a succinctly outlined background
context; only elements useful to present the atmos-
phere and the key sequences in the new solution are
depicted. 

Compared to a classical story-board, this interaction
story-board shows not only the experience of the final
user, or the “front office” of a service, but also the dif-

Figure 24 ___  System organisation map
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ferent levels of interaction among the various stake-
holders along the performance of the solution. Thus,
several lines of interaction are vertically distributed to
show the synergies and connections between different
providers and users as defined from the system organi-
sation map. 

B.3.4 Solution elements
brief 

The Solution element brief breaks-down the product-
service system into elements, relevant to the different
partners, which have to be combined to deliver the
total solution. Its aim is to visualise simultaneously the
connections among elements and partners, in order to
design, build and deliver solutions by showing:

> all solution elements that are necessary to per-
form the targeted product-service system (horizontal-
ly);

> the different options for each solution element
(vertically);

> the briefing of each partner (which solution ele-
ment is already in its core business, which may be imple-
mented and which connection with another solution
element should be carefully considered);

> the solution elements that have to be performed
by specific partners.

B.3.5 Stakeholders motiva-
tion matrix

The Stakeholders’ motivation matrix is filled in by the part-
ner stakeholders, to show the actors and their inten-
tions, their motivations for being involved, their poten-
tial contribution to the partnership and expected bene-
fits from it. It is also a way of describing the possible
motivations of any other hypothetical partners neces-

Figure 25 ___  This Interaction story-board shows dif-
ferent levels of interaction between a core part-
nership providing the organisation of the general
solution, to a local provider that manage various
points of delivery… where finally the user inter-

acts with the service. For each solution steps, the
Interaction story-board allows comments, possible
implications, requirements etc for each partner to

be recorded. 

Figure 26 ___  Solution element brief showing the break down into solution element and their attribution to
each of the actors involved.
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sary for the solution who will have to be brought into
the partnership for the solution to work. (In other
words it is a way of defining the characteristics of other
partners who will have to be found.)

The Stakeholders motivation matrix shows the solu-
tion focusing on the stakeholders’ interests. The matrix
shows a checklist of motivations, benefits and contribu-
tions from each actor’s point of view (including interac-
tions between them). This is an important part of the
process. It should bring out the range of motivations of
the actors, including:

> those factors that relate to their interests in evolv-
ing their current business / activities 

> what they could bring to the partnership and what
the partnership could bring to them 

> their expectations for the partnership
> potential synergies/conflicts that may occur

between them
Through this matrix the solution can be improved:
> hypothetical actors can be replaced by real ones;
> actors contributions to the partnership and

expected benefits can be adjusted;
> interaction between actors, synergies and poten-

tial conflicts can be investigated. 

B.4. Further background
information

B.4.1. Scenario architecture

Scenario building entails focusing on three fundamental
components: a vision, a motivation, and some proposals.
These three components constitute the scenario architec-
ture. 

Vision_ this is the most specific component of a
scenario. It answers the basic question: “What would the
world be like if……?”, and it does so by telling a story
and/or sketching a picture of what things would be like
if a sequence of events were to take place.

Figure 27 ___  final Stakeholders motivation matrix showing all the actors, their contribution and benefits
from the partnership and potential interaction between each other.
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Motivation_ this is the component of the scenario
that justifies its existence and confers its meaning. It
answers the question: “Why is this scenario meaningful?”
and it does so by explaining rationally the intention of
building it - what the premises were, what surrounding
conditions were assumed and finally how the various
alternative propositions will be assessed (i.e. by what
criteria and instruments).

Practicability_ this is the component that adds
depth and consistency to the vision. It answers the
questions, “What are the various facets of the overall
vision? What does it consist of? How can we make it hap-
pen?….”. Different kinds of scenario give rise to differ-
ent kinds of proposals, which have the capacity to bring
about the scenario they anticipate.

B.4.2. Application of scena-
rios

The usefulness of scenarios in decision-making grows
with the turbulence of the context, the complexity of
the system operated on, and the number of actors
involved (or to be involved). In fact it is true to say that:

> The greater the number of elements in the system,
the more interdependent those elements are and the
more uncertain and faster the changes in the context,
the more difficult it becomes to produce, intuitively, a
model of the reality we are referring to and working on. 

> greater the number of actors who that will take
part in the decision making /design process (and the
more complex the system and the reference context),
the more difficult it is to lay the ground, the “platform
for interaction”, on which that process can effectively
take place.

When these conditions arise, scenario building not
only allows us to overcome the limits of intuition and
more simplistic model making, but also puts us in a bet-
ter position to select with awareness and argue our
options through in a participatory planning process. 

33 DDiiffffeerreenntt nnaattuurree ooff sscceennaa--
rriiooss
The kind of scenario varies according to its motivation,

and the way it is built depends on in which phase of the
design process it will be applied.

Policy-Orienting Scenario (POS)_ this is the
vision of a context as it might appear in the presence of
certain (economic, social and cultural) dynamics, and/or
should certain (economic, social and cultural) policies
be implemented. It supports decision making in the face
of complex and/or participatory institutional or indus-
trial options. In general, several sets of POS present
themselves, corresponding to the various policies that
could be enacted.

Design-Orienting Scenario (DOS)_ this is a
(motivated and many-faceted) vision of a context as it
might appear in the presence of certain (economic,
social and cultural) dynamics and if carefully defined
design choices were enacted. It is a support tool used in
design activities where different actors take part in the
strategic orientation of choices. In general various sets
of DOS present themselves, corresponding to different
design options. This methodology can also be used in
relation to both individual and whole community behav-
iour. In this case the “projects” that the DOS refer to
are individual life projects or processes of social innovation
arising out of a combination of various such individual
projects.

Solution-Assessing Scenario (SAS)_ this is a
vision of a design proposal and its context, which tends
to highlight their reciprocal interaction. It is a support
instrument used in the assessment phase of a well-
defined design hypothesis. In general, single SAS are put
forward that correspond to specific design proposals
and their clearly defined contexts.

B.5. Case Study Example:
Design Orienting
Scenarios and Design
Plan format: a simula-
tion of a food delivery
solution – Punto X

This case show the use of some of the Design
Plan tools within the industrial implementation
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phase of the E.U. HiCS (Highly Customerised
Solutions) research project. The HiCS research
project aimed at developing a methodology faci-
litating the constitution of partnership of com-
panies and institutions able to provide industrial
solution customised to different contexts of use.

The implementation phase was targeted at contexts-
of-use characterised by a reduced access to food
(elderly, handicapped people but also people with tem-
porary mobility or time limitation such as patient in
hospital or rushing workers). The Italian firm BioLogica
running the network of Natura Ride biofood shops in
franchising start a flexible delivery service of prepared
biological food called Punto X. The examples presented
below show the use of some of the Design Plan format
during development process of the Punto X product-
service system and the constitution of the partnership
of companies able to provide it. 

TThhee SSyysstteemm mmaapp ssuuppppoorrttiinngg
tthhee ssttrraatteeggiicc ccoonnvveerrssaattiioonn
bbeettwweeeenn ppootteennttiiaall ppaarrtt--
nneerrss

The “system maps” have been used by the Punto X
team to communicate and discuss solution all along the
partnership building process. They constitutes a syn-
thetic view of the architecture of the platform, showing
all partners involved, defining their role and relation-
ships in the process of performing the solution. Their
modular and up-gradable characteristics make them
convenient tools to support strategic conversation
between potential partners.

At early stage of the concept generation, the com-
parison of the maps help to “filter” which solutions are
based on similar platforms and may be clustered and
which solution requires a too different platform and
should be excluded. At the final stage of the partnership
building, the superposition of the maps as layers allows
to communicate how the same partnership is able to
perform different solutions with the help of specific
partners.

Figure 28 ___  shows snapshots of "system map" at
main stages of the Italian partnership involvement

and especially how:
- the draft outputs of the workshops progressively

enrich with the progressive definition of the platform;
- architecture adapts according to the necessity of

approaching potential partners;
- intermediates maps "freeze" the state of the art of
the partner interests at each stage of the discussion

in a sort of informal "visual contract";
- the final map identifies the nature, position, role and

interaction of the partnership..
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SSoolluuttiioonn eelleemmeenntt bbrriieeff sshhoo--
wwiinngg tthhee ccoonnnneeccttiioonn bbeett--
wweeeenn PPuunnttoo XX ssyysstteemm ooff
pprroodduuccttss aanndd sseerrvviicceess

The Solution element brief provides a synthetic view of

the brief of each actor in the development of the solu-
tion elements showing who is responsible for providing
/ designing what. Figure 30 shows focus on some part of
the Solution element brief of Punto X product-service
system. It works as a matrix crossing each solutions ele-
ment with all the partners involved and fixes if the part-

Figure 29 ___  show snapshots of "system organisation maps" at the same stage (the output of the first concept
generation workshop and the final agreed partnership) of the strategic conversation. Each map is related to the

performance of a specific solution. Their superposition and comparisons shows:
- which actors are common to the performance of the different solutions and may enter the partnership;

- - which actors are specific to the performance of a particular solution and should complete the part-
nership only to perform this very solution. 
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ner is involved:
> in producing / providing a solution element: square

sign;
> in designing the solution element: cross sign;
> in both providing and designing: square + cross

sign;
> in providing nor in designing the solution: no sign.

The zoom on the solution element brief in this fig-
ure shows as illustration the specific question of the
production of food in Punto X:

> all the partnership is involved in the design of the
food element and all actors are supposed to interface
themselves in this task (Biologica should specifies the
biological qualities of the food, the “health software
provider” should integrate the food characteristics in its
diets program and the “cooking appliance producer”
will specifies the food according to the cooking devices
he will provide);

> the production of the food is not done by one of
the actor: although food is a core element in the plat-
form, it’s a local resource and therefore, it will depend
from a series of local producers. Some of them will be
associated in the initial design phase and all the other
will only receive specification form what they have to
provide to the system.

TThhee SSttaakkeehhoollddeerr mmoottiivvaattiioonn
mmaattrriixx sshhoowwiinngg ssyynneerrggiieess
bbeettwweeeenn PPuunnttoo XX  ppaarrttnneerrss

The “platform motivation matrix” allow to explore the poten-
tial relationship between the partners within the collective
scope of building a platform and outlines the modalities of
the future business plan of Punto X. It shows in particular if
possible synergies / conflicts may occur between partners
taken two by two. The matrix explores systematically each
couple of actors in their business relationships: what they

Figure 30 ___  detail of the Punto X Solution element brief format.
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should provide and gain participating to the new platform
but also what could be the incidence on their current busi-
ness. 

Figure 31 shows for example a focus in the
Stakeholders motivation matrix of Punto X and illus-
trates the relationships between the “appliance produc-
er” and the “health software provider”. Their respective
intentions in taking part to the platform (boxes at the
crossing of an actor to himself) appear distinct: respec-
tively “find new application fields for advanced cooking
and preserving solutions” and “enter non-medical mar-
kets and open and finalise new areas of research”. Their
specific relationships within the partnership shows
more clear synergies as the health software provided by
one could be directly hosted in part by the appliance
produced by the other. 

This module has been collectivelly writen by the 3 authors but F. Jégou

has written A; B/1; B/2/a,b,e; B+; C; Ezio Manzini has written A+ and

Anna Meroni has written B/2c,d; C+/1

Manzini, E. and Jégou F., “The construction of Design-Orienting Scenarios”,

Final Report, SusHouse Project, Faculty of Technology, Policy and

Management, The Netherlands, Delft University of Technology, 2000.

Jégou F. Manzini E. Meroni A. “Desing Plan, a design toolbox to facilitate

solution oriented partnership” in “Solution oriented partnership, How to

design industrialized sustainable solutions” edited by E. Manzini, L.

Collina, S. Evans, Cranfield University, 2004

ISBN 1861 94 10 64

for more detail on sustainability dimension, see PSS module.

The Design Plan tools as been developed within the HiCS (Highly

Customerised Solutions) European research project funded by the

Growth Programme / European 5th Framework by F. Jégou, E. Manzini,

A.Meroni. and the MEPSS (Methodology for Product Services Systems)

European research project funded by the Growth Programme /

European 5th Framework by F. Jégou, D. Sangiorgi, E. Pacenti,.

European Commission “GROWTH Programme, Research Project

HiCS, 

Highly Customerised Solutions (HiCS) Solution-oriented design, pro-

duction and delivery systems, N° GRD1-2000-25516

Figure 31 ___  detail of the Stakeholder motivation map of Punto X.
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